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Yardi Systems + Yardi Energy

We can help you:

• Run your entire business with one solution
• Gain a single source of truth
• Lower your total cost of ownership
• Make it easy for staff to do their jobs
• Untether with mobile solutions and apps
• Gain peace of mind and reduce costs with an award-winning cloud solutions provider

Control your energy destiny with the Yardi Smart Energy Suite


www.yardi.com
Yardi Knows Buildings

**Yardi Systems**
- **12B** Commercial Sqft Managed
- **5,000+** Employees Worldwide
- **80+** Countries Served
- **12** Data Centers
- **35** Years of Experience

**Yardi Energy**
- Close to two decades of experience
- Over 600 employees
- Markets Served
  - Commercial
  - Corporate
  - Retail
  - Residential

**Value to Clients**
- Utility Expense Management
- Retail Energy Management
- Energy Sourcing
- Data, Analytics & Reporting Experience
- 100,000+ invoices processed monthly
- 57,400 energy controllers installed
Yardi LOBOS Suite

LOBOS DR

- Precise automated control of demand management capacity
- Automatically sheds electrical load during peak demand event
- 10 DR event stages to limit tenant comfort impact
- Incentivized by most utility programs
Portfolio-wide ADR Strategies

- Dynamic comfort management
- Dynamic curtailment management
- Fully automatic
- Manage a portfolio
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